Here is a sentimental Boulder City story that spans 4 or 5 generations.
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It starts with Anna Parks who started a Mortuary in 1926 in Las Vegas, eventually it expanded to 7
facilities and was known as Palm Mortuary. Anna was the grandmother of Anne Jennings Welsh.
Anne married Myron Welsh, BCHS 1957 .
So there are 3 generations already. During the construction of Boulder
Dam Palm Mort. provided funeral services to all those killed building the
Dam, Anna kept her grandmothers black book of death records. I did not
learn of it in time to get a look at before Anne passed away in 2017. Now jump a couple more
generations.
One of the earliest grads from BCHS, Class of 1943 is Mary Jane Carter .. she is
93 now and is as active as can be , still drives, still plays the piano at church twice a
week and is so loyal to Boulder City... she always attends our reunions and in fact
helped get the group started. She and her parents Sam and Eliza Carter moved to
Ragtown (where Lake Mead is now) in 1931 from Kansas. Sam was a highscaler.
Unfortunately he was killed working on the Dam in 1934.
Learning this portion of the story lead me to
try to track down his page in
the black book. I called
Myron and he had already
donated the black book to the
Boulder Dam Museum. That
lead to a call to Shirl Naegle ,
BCHS -1966 ,
and he
volunteered to go
to the basement
and look for the black book.
Sure enough he found the
Record of Funeral dedicated to Sam Carter
and sent it to me.
Here it is:

Well I hope you enjoy this
sentimental look back at
some BCHS history .. Jim
Widner, Class of 58

